
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – March 29, 2018  
Medtrade Spring Day Three – New Product Pavilion Awards 
LAS VEGAS – Medtrade Spring 2018 attendees voted on their favorite new products in the long-
running New Product Pavilion Providers’ Choice Awards, sponsored by HomeCare Magazine. 
Top vote getters at the Spring version of the nation’s premiere HME-focused trade show were:  

New Product Pavilion Providers’ Choice Gold 
• FLYP Nebulizer pe1200m by Convexity Scientific Inc at Booth #777  
FLYP is described by company officials as a “game-changing, pocket-portable nebulizer” 
prescribed by physicians for respiratory conditions such as asthma and COPD. Use is as simple 
as Fill, Click, Breathe. 
  
New Product Pavilion Providers’ Choice Silver 
• X-top for Men by McAirlaid's Inc. at Booth #674 
Specifically designed for the male anatomy, X-top for Men provides 360-degree leak-proof 
protection, for any activity, day or night, giving users all day peace of mind from wetness. 
 
New Product Pavilion Providers’ Choice Bronze 
• Werth Folding Walker Storage Rack by Werth, LLC at Booth #366 
The Werth Folding Walker Storage Rack holds walkers individually, allowing for quick and easy 
selection and removal. Leg height and brakes can be adjusted while the walker remains in a 
racked position, allowing for sanitary and efficient modification. 
  

About Medtrade Spring and Medtrade 
Medtrade and Medtrade Spring are the two largest home medical equipment trade events in 
North America, bringing together manufacturers, providers, and retailers from across the country 
and around the world. Established in 1979, the shows gather hundreds of HME related brands, 
thousands of attendees, and are highly regarded industry events. Medtrade and Medtrade Spring 
are owned by Emerald Expositions, the largest operator of business-to-business trade shows in 
the United States, with most of our shows dating back several decades. We currently operate 
more than 50 trade shows, including 31 of the top 250 trade shows in the country as ranked by 
TSNN, as well as numerous other events. Our events connect over 500,000 global attendees and 
exhibitors and occupy more than 6.9 million NSF of exhibition space. We have been recognized 
with many awards and accolades that reflect our industry leadership as well as the importance of 
our shows to the exhibitors and attendees we serve. More info about Medtrade Spring and 
Medtrade can be found at www.medtrade.com 
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